Apoptosis in tumorigenesis and cancer therapy.
Apoptosis is a morphologically and biochemically distinct form of cell death which can be triggered by a variety of extracellular agents during both normal development as well as in adult pathological states. Much progress has recently been made in understanding the molecular pathways which regulate this process as well as new intersections between these. A direct interaction between components of the 'executioner'--the ICE-family of cysteine proteases--and the Bcl-2 family of proteins, which modulate a cell's propensity to undergo apoptosis, has recently been demonstrated. New pathways to cell survival, like the PI3-K/Akt signal transduction pathway, are also providing new clues as to the regulation of cell death by growth factors and extracellular matrix for example. The links which exist between apoptosis and cancer research are several. Genetic alterations in components of the apoptosis pathway occur during tumorigenesis and confer resistance to a variety of physiological (oncogene-induced cell death, loss of adhesion, growth under hypoxia) as well as therapeutic (chemotherapy and radiation) death triggers. Similarly, antineoplastic therapies are thought to induce tumor cell apoptosis, and consequently, common mutations in apoptosis-regulatory genes carry a poor prognosis for the patient. A more detailed understanding of the biochemistry of apoptosis and the ways in which it is disabled in tumors will likely reveal new transformation selective death triggers which stimulate cell death in ways independent of components like p53 and increase the therapeutic window of these drugs in the clinics.